SPEED RELOAD

PERFORM A SPEED RELOAD WHEN:

• The pistol runs out of ammunition during engagement

• The slide locks to the rear.
TACTICAL RELOAD

PERFORM A TACTICAL RELOAD WHEN:

• There is a lull in the action.

• Whenever deemed necessary by the Marine.
TACTICAL RELOAD - FACILITATING CONTROL OF PISTOL
TACTICAL RELOAD - WITHDRAWING AND INDEXING A FILLED MAGAZINE
TACTICAL RELOAD - GRASPING A FILLED MAGAZINE
TACTICAL RELOAD - REMOVING A PARTIALLY FILLED MAGAZINE
TACTICAL RELOAD -
INSERTING A FILLED MAGAZINE
TACTICAL RELOAD - LOWERING PISTOL AND STOWING PARTIALLY FILLED MAGAZINE
CONSIDERATIONS FOR RELOADING

• First priority - get pistol reloaded.
• Second priority - retain magazine.
• Take cover before reloading.
• Focus on the reload for that instant second - not the enemy.